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#INSPIRINGWOMEN: KOHRO AMBASSADORS IN THE WORLD
There are women, whose charisma and elegance reflect KOHRO fabrics
and a special harmony with our brand’s identity. They are businesswomen
passionate about interior decoration, with a keen taste for beauty and a
profound textile expertise - pillars of success.
Amy and Jenny Sun, Eliana Ferrari and Lilibeth Mouriño, Samantha King,
Monica Lin, Aynsley Rae, Patrizia Mosconi. These women represent
KOHRO in the world, with class and determination. Thanks to them,
our fabric collection transforms into original and impeccable creations.
Thanks to them, special projects find the immediate favor of even the most
demanding and attentive customers.
Such is the case with the limited edition of two precious bed sets - duvet cover
and matching sheets - which will be sold exclusively in their showrooms.
This project will take us on a journey through different nations and regions
- Venezuela, Canada, Australia, Italy, China, and China Taiwan - to learn
about the entrepreneurial stories of #KOHROAMBASSADORS who every
day, with determination and a smile, add value to the KOHRO world.
We are proud to call them INSPIRING WOMEN.

Amy and Jenny Sun
Two sisters Amy and Jenny are also professionally linked by
keen attention to the aesthetics of living spaces, by which they
transmit sensations and emotions.
Based on this idea, they launched the DG Space Arts showroom
in Shanghai in 1998, as one of the earliest companies in China
to advocate for “Integral Soft Decoration” combining innovative
thinking to design, high-quality, craftsmanship, and excellent
customer service. Since then, DG is not just a showroom, but
a tool for the Sun sisters to pair the functional side of design
with the artistic one. For them, design is not just decoration but
experience, to “Bring art to life and make art part of your life”,
as their motto recites.
The two sisters have different but complementary personalities
and backgrounds. Jenny - the eldest - is General Manager in
this family-run business, an entrepreneurial spirit with a refined
aesthetic sense and deep knowledge of interior decoration.
Amy is the interior designer with overflowing creativity and
a sophisticated taste. Both love and know-how to interpret
KOHRO’s decorative taste, which, with its Made in Italy
collections, brings success to their business.

DG SPACE ARTS. CHINA

Eliana Ferrari and
Lilibeth Mouriño
“Nothing can stop us. We believe that when you do things
with passion, there is no obstacle to fulfilling anything you can
dream of,” said Eliana and Lilibeth quietly, almost in unison.
Their innate interest in interior decoration and fabrics has led
them to turn their passion into a successful career. Certainly,
the success of these Venezuelan women entrepreneurs is also
due to their determination, perseverance and willingness to take
risks in the face of professional and socio-political hardships.
Daughters of Italian and Spanish emigrants respectively, they
were born and raised in Venezuela, a land they love deeply.
Part of their success is also due to the friendship that binds
them, over the last twenty years. This deep bond has allowed
them to support each other and grow until opening together
the Desde La Comarca showroom in 2015 in Caracas. This
is where they carry on their profession every day, not only for
personal fulfillment but also to make a positive contribution to
their country.
KOHRO is proud to help make their dream come true: Eliana’s
and Lilibeth’s deserved success is made of passion, tenacity,
and love for beauty.

DESDE LA COMARCA. VENEZUELA

Samantha King
A tireless traveler and careful but determined businesswoman,
Samantha King, Sam to her friends, has been at the helm of
South Pacific Fabrics for eighteen years. Founded in 1990, this
family-run business in textile distribution promotes a carefully
curated range of fine textiles from around the world.
With Sam, who is highly regarded in the Australian interiors
industry for her product knowledge and technical expertise,
as well as her enthusiastic personality, South Pacific Fabrics’
reputation got only stronger. Surely her previous career in
corporate marketing and event organization for BBC in London
helped her develop her innate qualities as a good communicator.
What makes Sam unique is her meticulous care in selecting
suppliers, going to their places of business to meet with them
in person and establish a connection. This also happened with
KOHRO, where Sam’s entrepreneurial vision found complete
harmony with KOHRO’s principles.
“It’s no surprise that South Pacific Fabrics and KOHRO are
delighted to share their like-minded commitment to quality,
making them a veritable “dream team” when it comes to
furnishing both your dreams and your home.” says Sam.

SOUTH PACIFIC FABRICS. AUSTRALIA

Monica Lin
Behind the delicate appearance and impeccable elegance
of Monica Lin there is a woman whose passion, curiosity
and dedication are the reasons for her professional success.
Monica’s first encounter and love for textiles took place when she
studied fashion in university where she cultivated a discerning
knowledge of artistry and an attitude towards design. Early in
her career, she worked in hospitality; this eventually led her to
work in the luxury yacht business and as a restaurateur.
From these seemingly disparate experiences two qualities
truly distilled and became foundational to Monica’s work:
sophistication and detail.
Almost seven years ago, she inaugurated the showrrom Mula
Deco in Taipei: the place to find the balance between beauty
and functionality. “Whether you are just waking up, working,
dining or relaxing in your space, Mula Deco will take care of all
the details, so you can find your surroundings both practical
and pleasing for you to live in.”
When she met KOHRO she immediately recognized the search
of pure formal beauty and the attention to every detail. Today
Monica directs KOHRO’s mono brand store in Taipei.

MULA DECO. CHINA TAIWAN

Aynsley Rae
It is appropriate to say that Aynsley Rae’s passion for fabric
is in her DNA: “At an early age, I watched my mother as she
cut, sewed and styled clothing for me and the addiction was
born. The focus on detail came from my father who taught
me about structure and architecture. [...] Although I have an
interior design background most of my career was spent in the
fashion industry. Which is how I became a fabriholic.”Aynsley’s
deep know-how has led her to regard fabrics as essential in
everyone’s life, to create a style that is never ordinary.
An important step in her journey was meeting Gerry, now her
life and business partner.
Together, they have succeeded in living and working their
dream, i.e. creating what is known today as Pisolino Designs.
“Pisolino” is Italian for catnap, relax, rest. The perfect name for
what they strive every day to attain in their showroom: a place
of harmony and serenity, where clients can design their quiet,
comfortable and unique personal refuge.
With her talent and a strong but friendly personality, Aynsley
helps make KOHRO great in the world.

PISOLINO DESIGNS. CANADA

Patrizia Mosconi
For Patrizia Mosconi, the love of textiles runs in the family. A
piercing gaze hints to a solar and generous soul, both on the
job and in life: “My father was an official supplier to the Italian
Navy and the Italian Armed Forces. From a very young age, I
took care of scarves, ties and all the tailor-made accessories
that our family-owned company made for its customers. It
was a hoot, a challenge, and a great education all at the same
time” she says. The sense of beauty, the passion for fabrics
and attention to detail are the common thread in Patrizia’s life
as an entrepreneur and it’s what led her in 1988 to start Gentili
Mosconi S.p.A. with Francesco Gentili.
Patrizia’s deep experience in fashion has led her to create
the Home Division in 2004. Here, the designer creates textile
furnishings for the home, for the hotel and large yacht industries.
Unique and exclusive products, tailor-made for each customer
personally by Patrizia.
The collaboration with KOHRO started with sharing common
values of research and aesthetic refinement, and an
uncompromising dedication to high quality in all textiles.

GENTILI MOSCONI. ITALY

INSPIRING BED LINENS LIMITED EDITION
The limited edition consists of two precious bed sets comprised of
duvet cover and matching sheets.
With a distinctly feminine taste, both feature a different floral motif
made ethereal by soft shades and by minimal lines that create largescale designs.
Dusty and powder pink tones are the leitmotif in the set with large
roses, while powder blue, lit by silver shades, are central to the ramage
pattern spreading gently on the bed.
Both designs are made on SAINT CLOUD, the unique extra long staple
cotton satin available in a number of colors.

“THE FUTURE
BELONGS TO THOSE
WHO BELIEVE IN
THE BEAUTY OF
THEIR DREAMS”
Eleanor Roosevelt
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